**NWSA Journal Changes to Feminist Formations**

A leading journal in the field of Women’s Studies has a new identity in 2010. *Feminist Formations* will debut in April 2010 after 21 years as the *National Women’s Studies Association Journal*.

“I see this change as an opportunity to rededicate the journal to its core values, and to foster new inquiry that matches the dynamic growth in feminist, gender, and sexuality studies. We remain committed to publishing groundbreaking work by scholars, activists, and practitioners,” says Rebecca Ropers-Huilman, editor of *Feminist Formations* and professor of Higher Education at the University of Minnesota.

An interdisciplinary, peer-reviewed journal published by the **Johns Hopkins University Press**, *Feminist Formations* publishes three issues per year with groundbreaking work by scholars, activists, and practitioners in feminist, gender, and sexuality studies.

“Under its new name, the journal will continue to publish the fascinating, relevant scholarship it's been known for,” Ropers-Huilman says. “The health of a discipline can be measured by the health of its journals. Feminist journals play a significant part in fueling, informing, and challenging the knowledge related to gender, sexuality, and Women’s Studies.”

Subject matter in the journal includes national as well as global and transnational feminist thought and practice, the cultural and social politics of genders and sexualities, historical and contemporary studies of gendered experience, agency, and activism, and other established and emerging lines of feminist inquiry.

*Feminist Formations* showcases new feminist theoretical formations, cultivating a common forum where feminists can articulate theory, activism, and education. For more information on the journal, visit [http://www.cehd.umn.edu/feminist-formations](http://www.cehd.umn.edu/feminist-formations).
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**About The Johns Hopkins University Press**

Founded in 1878, The Johns Hopkins University Press is recognized as one of the world’s finest and most accomplished scholarly publishers. Today, in addition to a broad catalog of titles, The Press publishes more than 60 scholarly periodicals and more than 200 new books each year in the arts and humanities, technology and medicine, higher education, history, political science, and library science.